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Background 

We have been writing notes since the beginning of writing but with digital notes the instant 
connections and changes of views have been added to the notes, to provide spaces for 
thinking, making sense of information–or what’s called by some–networked thought or 
building a second brain. These include Notion (2016), Roam Research (2019) and Obsidian 
(2020). I believe we have a shot to make this work to a good degree in the Augmented Text 
Tools in a very open way, focused on people who don’t want to write what looks like [[code]] 
and who are focusing on learning and getting a grasp on information for the production of a 
document, not for its own sake. We have built a connected thinking space already, now it’s 
time to show how it works for this and think about small improvements we can make in order 
to really make it a marketable system:

In our augmented text environment everything is focused on the production of a 
document which someone else will read and possibly annotate and cite. The thinking 
augmentations are all focused on a set of functions to help the author get to grips with how 
concepts connect and how to publish them in an efficient and graspable manner.

Chief among these augmentations is our Glossary. The premise is that if something is 
important in your work you would want to give it a special place where you can write your 
understanding of what it is and show how it connects, all the while allowing for spontaneous 
connection sparks to be followed whenever you have a thought.

In Author

In Author, select any text (for example, ‘Doug Engelbart’), and cmd-g to define a Glossary 
definition for that text. Here you may also add links and categories. When you Export to PDF 
all the Glossary text will be included and made interactive through Visual-Meta. 

This makes it easier for the reader to read your work while it also provides instant 
access to further clarification. 

The rest of the system presented here is focused on helping the author construct a useful 
mental model of the main topics in their work, which are here turned into Glossary 
entries and connected in a novel way.
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In Reader

In Reader you can select text and do cmd-f to Find all the occurrences of that text. However, 
if you do this on text which has a glossary entry, such as ‘Doug Engelbart’, then the Glossary 
definition appears at the top of the screen. Any other glossary terms which are part of the 
definition you are reading will be bold (in the case of Doug Engelbart this could be ‘NLS’ for 
example, which is the name of the system he invented and which you have defined as a 
Glossary term earlier). These bold terms can be clicked on to load their definition, allowing 
for rapid navigation through the Glossary. 

More in Author : Dynamic View

In Author, if you then select the text ‘Doug Engelbart’ again and do cmd-d, the text will be 
copied into the Dynamic View and it will be bold to indicate that it is a Glossary term. 

If you double-click on the text, that it is the same as doing cmd-f since all the 
occurrences of that text in the document will appear.

If you choose to add ‘NLS’ to the Dynamic View it will be bold.

However, when you click on ‘Doug Engelbart’ now lines will appear to terms which are 
mentioned in the Glossary definition (such as ‘NLS’).

If you mouse-over the line between ‘Doug Engelbart’ and ’NLS’ the sentence in the 
Glossary definition which contains that term will appear over that line. 

a walkthrough follows on the next few pages:
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The Dynamic View, with Glossary terms in Bold while other text stay normal:

Hegland, 2021.

Below, ‘Doug Engelbart’ is selected, resulting in a frame around the node and a line appears 
to any other nodes which is contained in the definition of ‘Doug Engelbart’:

Select 'Doug Engelbart'. Hegland, 2021.

Next, the user has their mouse/cursor over the line between ‘Doug Engelbart’ and ‘NLS’, 
resulting in the sentence in the definition of ‘Doug Engelbart’ which refers to ‘NLS’ being 
shown “He also invented NLS”. 

Select 'Doug Engelbart' and mouse over line to 'NLS'. Hegland, 2021.
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For clarification, the text ‘He also invented NLS’ comes from the Glossary definition of 
‘Doug Engelbart’, which is shown here in quite small type: “My mentor and pioneer in 
interactive computing. My software Author is inspired by his work and the name is in honour 
of his Augment system. He also invented NLS.” Note how the sentence is not all that great in 
this context which may prompt the user to edit the Glossary term. This is after all a tool to 
help the user refine how they see the relationships.

Conversely, if the user selects ‘NLS’ and clicks on the line which then goes from ‘NLS’ to 
‘Doug Engelbart’, a different mouse-over text will appear, since the text is from the definition 
of ‘NLS’ this time:

Select 'NLS' and mouse over line to 'Doug Engelbart'. Hegland, 2021.



Augmenting Thought for Document Authorship

It is important to consider what is happening here. The system does nothing in terms of 
layout, this is left for the user to do in order to engage their thinking. The system simply 
‘steps-up’ with contextual information when it might be useful. 

Having the system be focused around the production of documents also means that 
many other tools are available, such as folding, Find in the document, as well as Liquid 
searches and all the while this is being done, the user is authoring a document which can be 
shared, complete with robust citations and so on.

Extensions of this approach can include showing or hiding nodes based on categories.

I think this can give us a shot at not competing with Notion, Roam and so on, but of being in 
the same space with a different point of view for a different audience. 

Design Notes

The lines will be light grey and the background behind the mouse over text will be page 
colour. 



Glossary

"Author" In this context, when written with uppercase ‘A”, it refer to our word processor. 

This is a/an software.

product page: https://www.augmentedtext.info/author

"Doug Engelbart" My mentor and pioneer in interactive computing. My software Author is inspired by his 

work and the name is in honour of his Augment system. He also invented NLS.

This is a/an person.

"Dynamic View" A function of Author where you can place and move nodes of text anywhere you like and 

connnect them by option-dragging one node onto another

This is a/an function.

"Glossary" Local definition and shiny text to think with. It is a function of Author and Reader

"my, me, I, Frode, Frode Hegland" I am Frode Alexander Hegland, born in Norway, living in London. I am 

the editor and publisher of The Future of Text and the designer of the Augmented Text Software Tools Author, 

Reader and Liquid.

software: https://www.augmentedtext.info

book: https://futuretextpublishing.com

"NLS" A pioneering software system developed by Doug Engelbart.

This is a/an system, software.

"Visual-Meta" A method of retaining metadata in a flat document such as PDF to allow for rich interactions.

This is a/an method, protocl.

http://visual-meta.info
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Visual-Meta
@description {
This appendix to the document is called Visual-Meta. The purpose is to add useful metadata to the document in order that the reader software can provide useful interactions to the user, such as letting the user copy as citation, fold the document into a table of content and more.
It is based on the academic BibTex citation information standard in LaTeX with added (optional) JOSN to describe the document you are reading, in order to enable rich interactions which are otherwise stripped from the document when exported to PDF or other delivery documents.
The way reader software looks for Visual-Meta in the PDF is to parse it from the end of the document and look for the @{visual-meta-end} tag. If this is found, the software then looks for the @{visual-meta-start} tag and uses the data found between these marker tags.
The introductory section, @visual-meta, specifies which version of Visual-Meta is used, followed by what software generated the Visual-Meta. This can be the software which created the document: ‘generator’ or software which appended the Visual-Meta onto the back of a previously created document, which would be labeled ‘appended by’. For example, our ‘Reader’ application looks for a DOI on the first page of the document if no Visual-Meta is found, and asks the user for permission to resolve the DOI into a BibTeX entry which can be inserted into the 
document.
The first informational section is usually prefaced by @article for articles/papers or @book for books. The difference is useful to determine how to display the document, for example, in our ‘Reader’ software @book opens to a single front page in full screen. This section further includes standard BibTeX information which should be appended to the clipboard/copy space when copying any text from the document, in order to allow the software–for example a word processor–the user pastes into to paste as a full citation, which the software can then 
automatically list in a Reference section on export.
> The above is core and the following is optional <
The @headings section is in the <json> format and specifies what text in the document is a heading, what level heading it is as well as the name of the author for that section, if the section was authored by someone else than other than the main document, in the following way{“name”:”Heading “Name, "level":"level2, "author”:”Author “Name}. This is valid until a following section is marked as being authored by someone else.
This information should also be added when copying text from that section, to allow the pasted citation to correctly cite the author.
@glossary This sections lists what terms are in the glossary.
Feel free to add your own tags but please describe them in this introduction section in order for others to derive value from them now and in the future.
This was written March 2021 by Frode Alexander Hegland. More information is available from https://visual-meta.info or from emailing frode@hegland.com Visual-Meta was initially implemented in the ‘Author’ word processor and the ‘Reader’ PDF viewer: https://www.augmentedtext.info
}

@{visual-meta-start}

@visual-meta{
version = {1.0},
generator = {Author 6.8 (991)},
}

@article{
 author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},
 title = {Thinking with Glossy Notes},
 month = apr,
 year = {2021},
 institution = {University of Southampton},
}

@headings{
<json>
[
 {"name":"Background", "level":"level1"},
 {"name":"In Author", "level":"level2"},
 {"name":"In Reader", "level":"level2"},
 {"name":"More in Author : Dynamic View", "level":"level2"},
 {"name":"Augmenting Thought for Document Authorship", "level":"level1"},
 {"name":"Design Notes", "level":"level2"},
 {"name":"Glossary", "level":"level1", "showInFind":false},
 {"name":"References", "level":"level1"},
 {"name":"Visual-Meta", "level":"level1"}
]
</json>
}

@glossary{
<json>
[
  "Author",
  "Doug Engelbart",
  "Dynamic View",
  "Glossary",
  "my, me, I, Frode, Frode Hegland",
  "NLS",
  "Visual-Meta"
]
</json>
}

@{visual-meta-end}


